EL PASO COMMUNITY COLLEGE
MATH SEQUENCE

Math 1332
College Mathematics

Math 0301
College Prep Math

Math 0304
College Prep Statistics

Math 1342
Fundamentals of Statistics
Statway™ Sequence

Math 1333
Math in the Modern World

Math 0303
Introduction to Algebra

POST EL at UTEP 1508

Math 0305
Intermediate Algebra

Math 1314
Pre-Calculus I College

Transfer at UTEP 1508

Math 2412
Pre-Calculus II

Math 2413
Calculus I

Math 2305
Discrete Math

Math 2320
Differential Equations

Math 2318
Linear Algebra

Math 2314
Calculus II

Math 2315
Calculus III

Math 1350
Fundamentals of Math I

Math 1324
Math for Bus.&Social

Math 1325
Analysis for Bus.&Social

Math 1351
Fundamental of Math II

Developmental Courses

College Level Courses